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CIA ONLY ALTERNATIVE
By

Jll~I

••

ARANDA, News Managing Editor

1'welve past presidents of the National Slude11t Association, in the wake of recent controversy over ;CL\ involvement in NSA activities, recently released a statement to the Xavier News regarding the relationship between the NSA and the Central Jntelligence Agency.

JANE GUT'l'ING and TOl\I BREEN will be featured in "Easter,"
Masque presentation this and next week.end. Show time is 8:30
Friday and Saturday and 7:30 Sunday (student night, with a seminar
~1fter the show).

Fra11li. Blair To Be Ho11ored
Frank Blair, newscaster on the NBC "Today" show
for the past 15 years, will be awarded the St. J<'rancis
Xa.vier Medal of XaYier University Sunday, March 12.
The occasion !ur the presentation will be lhe campus observ·ance of the XU Alumni Asso. ciation's 15th annual Unh·ersal
Communion Sunday, a tribute to
the patron saint of the university.
Established in 1954, the medal
has been a warded to outstanding
men in all fields who have demonstrated in today's \VOrld the
qualities l ha t distinguished St.
Francis Xavier. Past recipients
include Bishop Fultcn J. Sheen,
~o,n. Carlos P. Rom u lo. Sirin
Musial, Dr. Thomas A. Dooley,
Phillip J. Scharpcr, Rev. Charles
Dismas Clark, S.J., John F. Kennedy and James B. Donovan.
Father O'Connor will present
the medal al a breakfast in the
Xavier Armory following 10:30
a.m. Mass in the uni\•e1·sity's
Fieldhouse. Mr.·Blair will be the
feature speakel' at the breakfast.
In addition to his appeal'ance

on the ·~Today" show, Blair is
heard on NBC Radio's "Emphasis" ar1d is the Sunday night host
·or "Monitol'" on the NBC Radio
Network.
Despite this full broadcasting
schedule, Blair finds time to voluntcer his services for wort11wblle fund - raising efforts •. 111
1964 be received t h e Epilepsy
Foundation's Distinguished Service A ward and in recognition of
his contributions to the broad·
casting Industry, he received the
Soutla C a r o I I n a Broadcasters
Association's Good Citizenship
A ward for 1963.
Other honors awarded lo Blair
have been th e Amelia Earhart
Medal !01· contributiorni to aviation and the 175th Anniversary
Medal of Honor £ r om Ge01·getown·University fur sel'vicc lo the
school.

AWord from the. President
I wish to congratutate the Xavier University sludeiits in atten~t1nce at 'the Xavie1·-UC basketball. gam~. for the excellent be-

h~vJor ;and, superb good' sportsmanship they. demonstrate~ last
·Friday evening ·in··the Cincinnati Cfardens. F1·om. many som·ccs I
h~v~·hea1·d \1ery g~alifying·reporl~ on ~tudent·imnduct al the game.
·j was especially "pleased at lhc:.Sir1cerc ovations that came from
the:Xavlcr student sectio1i when two outstanding opponents, Gm;dy
Smith and Mikc·Rolf, Jett the game. Thi!! type or sportsmanship is
in the Onest tradition of inte1·-collcgiatc athletic competition.
1t .Mi not enough to say that I am proud of you, Ol' that the
tacult7 and.alumni are proud of you, You have eve1·y reason to be
ver,y pa·owd of yourselves. A hearty well done!
.
·
·
Ver,y Rev. Pa"91 .L. :O'Connor,. _S. J., P1·e1iden.t~

i

The statement was signed by
the folowing NSA former presidents: William T. Dentzet', Jr.,
'52; James M. Edwards, '54;
Harry H. Luhn, Jr., '55; Stan·
ford L. Glass, '56; Harold c. Bakken, '57; K. Ray Farabee, '58;
Robet·t K. Kiley, '59; Donald A.
Hoffman, '60; Richard A. Rettig,
'61; Edward R. Garvey, '62; W.
Dennis Shaul, '63; Grego1·y lVf.
Gallo, '64. They said, "We feel
that a responsible and thoughtful ~xplanation of the rel a lionship of the NSA to the CIA is
desirable."
The past preshle11ts stated tliat
"NSA recognized the vital importance of American student
pa1·tlcipation in lntemational student affairs which otbe1·wise
would have been domi11ated by
the well-trained a n d well-informed rep1·esentatlves of Eastern
Euro}M! and the Soviet Union."
·They Indicated that many of
the NSA's international programs
were bor·n out of the Association's dissent from many aspects
of Ame1·ica11 post-wa1· foreign
polic~·.

The NSA b c 1 i e v e d "lhere
was a critical need for the
American student movement lo
be an active participant in world
affairs in order lo create a more
sensible international atmosphere.''
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In the statement three aspects
of the NSA's international policies are emphasized:
"NSA consistently supported and sought to strengthen democratic student organizations in
those countries where they existed and encouraged their formation where they did not exist.
e "NSA's international policy
early recognized the crucial importance which nationalist mo\'ements in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America would have in shaping
our world ••. There were few
institutions through which individuals who felt the ut·gency
of American cooperation with nationalist groups could act. NSA
was one such instifolion.
"While we were quile aware
of the expansionist ambitions and
ideological goals of the Soviet
Union, NSA chose to deal with
the Soviets and Eastern Europeans not as idealogical pariahs
but as political aclversat·ies in a
changing world."
The statement makes the crucial point .that "without substantial funds, NSA's intemational program would have been
immobilized." 'I' h e important
point is that the t>residents all
agTeed that "we would haYe
chosen immobilization if the only
funds available were conditionetl
on im1>airment of the inclc11end-

e

e

NSA

enee or any of the NSA's p1·h1ciples 01· p1·ogTams."
The men who issued the statt!ment categorically deny that th~
CIA funds entailed any such conditions. Each was fully aware of
the CIA relationship after being
elected. "Allegations that w~
were 'trapped' 01· 'duped' ari!
errant nonsense." Although the,v
searched for other sources for
funds, the CI A relationship was
"the only realistic and respc~,i
ble alternative available to Ll/3
al that lime."
Confrols and safeguards Wt"re
em11loyed to Insure the imlependence and integrity of NSA.
The past p1·eside11ts em1>hatieall.v
stated that "attempts at control
would not have been tolci·ated.
An.v such attempts would hav"
resulted in an immecliate te1··
mination or the relationshh1."
Those familiar with the NSA
or who take the lime to re\'iev;
the record will clearly sec that
NSA hns been .free of controls.
Each policy and program was
adopted by the go,·erning bodies,
the National Student Congre;:si::s.
"For nearly twenty years NSt\
has remained .constant to tit\!
principles it established in ll1~
l;itc lO·!O's long bcl'orc any J'in<inciat discussion with the government took place."
In closing, the ex-president:;
expressed l heir con \'iction t lw t
all those \\'ho \\·orked lo implc>mcnt lhc NSA's international •IC'tivilies during their terms "did
so with honor in the best tr,, dilions of A111eric<1n \·ol1111LH'!'
scr\'ice .. ,

Young Dems Visit Humphrey
By JOHN GETZ, News Editm·-in-Chief
The Xavier News was notified
late Wednesday afternoon by YD
student dirccto1· Chuck Penner
via telc1,ho11e from the nation's
capital that confirmation of Vice
President Hubert llumph1·ey's
appearance at the national convention of college Young_Dcms in
n1iil-A1,rll should be announced
next 'l'hursday.
Jn addition, Penner info1·med
the News that "the scope ol' the
convention has been broadened
so as to deal wHh national goals
and objectives."

Xavier's support Jor its position
in Viet Nam.
In backing the administration,
Xavier broke from the rnnks oi:
the Collegiate Young Democl'atic
Organization and their president,
D<ile Wagner, and seeks support
from YD's across the nnlion.

St1P11ort for the :Xavie1· C'hll-Jl·
ter co11ti11ues to mount as more
and 11101·e grou11s are followi11i:
Xavier's lead. Along with lhe
whole-hearted support of the
state leagues of Indiana aml llli·
uois, Pcnm.ylva nia has announced s11p11ort for X;1vicr.

This news came from Penner
afte1· he had flown to Washington, D. C. with YD President
Denny Riley and YD Secretary
Miss Pat Keefer for a cont"erence
with Vice President H u be rt
Hum1)hrey. This Washington trip
was termed by Penne1· as "the
most important single day in our
eft'orts fo1• the Young Derns this
)'Ctlr."

The eonferenee eame as the di•
rect result of a 1'1onday afternooa
· telephone call from Elier Rave11haH, the adminiHlrative a&liistant
'to the Vice President.
This call followed close on the
heels of a letter fl'om the oflicc
of the Vice President expressing
·the administration's lratitude· toi

MEETING TO DISCUSS ihc National Resolution for the Collegiate
Convention last Tuesday evening· wc1·c Dr. Wing, XU acting chairman ol economics; Pat Keefer, YD secrntary; Steve Deerweslt!r;
YD President Denny Riley; ex-Con11ressman John Gilligan, and
Chuck, Pcnriea·, 'yo a1tudent directoi·.
-Nc"'6 (K~lle11)· riiotCJ
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News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:

Editorials
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"Student Power" Shrinks
Before Bill of Rights
"The problem is that Xavier is structured vertically,
with the result that a sweeping change can only come
from the top." So says Jack Spicer when alibing for .his
Joss of interest in the Bill of Rights. Of course Patrick
Henry could have mid something similar instead of, "Is
life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the
price of chains and slavery? Forbid it Almighty God! I
know not what course others may take, but as for me,
give me liberty, or give me death!" If Jack had been
living in the 18th century we stiJI might be wailing for
George Ill to have a change of heart.
.
.
.
"I think we can safely say that the Bill of Rights is
not the answer" comments Tom Hermes. Yet, so far he
has shown no ~ffort to define what the answer is, or, in
the light of the criticism at the FAS'l' talk which considere~I the original Bill of Rights, to revise the bill so as
to come closer to the answer.
It appears that expediency dictates the killing of the
Bill of Rights; one-time advocates are replaced .by uninterested spectators. 'l'he problem, though, remams unsolved.
l\laybe the Bill of Rights is not the complete answer,
but to ·those who wrote it out of existence a word of caution: with the powe1· to deslroy, goes the obligation to
rebuild on the ruins. 'Vas it not a personal friend of
Hermes who stated at another FAST talk that administrators live in fear of Student power?
-T.L.L.·

Support or Be Taxed
March 18 marks the first appearance on campus of a
pop group in two years. A few undoubtably remember the
financial fiasco, Kingston Trio and the Serendipity Singers;
neither one seemed to live up to the pre-concert expectations.
·
Yet every year at election time the big gripe is that
Xavier' Jaclcs name entertainment. Obviously Student
Council is faced with a dilemma: On the one hand a constituency clamouring for a change of pace from the textbooks and Dana's, and the financial reality that these enterprises are only a bath in red ink.
.
1\fay we humbly suggest an alternative. to CouncU that
will solve both problems. Present the student a choicesupport the concerts or pay a "bead tax." If each student
was levied a fi\'e dollar fee, the money could easily buy
the large quanity of red ink these projects seem to require.
Jf the students want it bad enough, Jet them pay for it.
For those who question Council's power to levy such
a tax, may we, also, suggest a precedent. Not only does
11ractically every campus have a similar social fee, but
right here on our campus the Military Department hits
every ROTC participant with a four dollar fee to pay the
way of the Military Ball (which proves the pacifist contention that the military does not want peace in Viet Nam).
To Daniel Dayhopp and Dave Dormie, may we suggest
that to save $5 you buy a ticket for $1.50 and attend the
Mitchell Trio concert.
-T.L.L.

Gift or White Elephant?
Tn past years the News has endorsed the Senior Class
Cift Committee with editorial support. At this point in
this year's campaign, the News can offer none. ·
What we object to is not the basic premise of alumni
giving. We recognize this as essential to any university,
especiaJJy a private institution such as Xavier, which does
not receive the federal assistance offered to much larger
stale schools.
Rather, we take issue with the execution of the principle,
specificaJJy in the choice of a gift. This year's choices as
objectives worthy of the $3,000 target, ranged from a fishpond behind Elet Hall to a clock on the side of the Alter
BuiJding. R,. W. Duncan's suggestions in "Hostile Sloth"
Jade gargoyles for the Sodality House doorknobs, mosaic
baths in Hinkle Hall) seem not to be reaching much farther.
·
Certa.inly thei·e are items Xavier needs more than these,
for example, a simple increase of a given teacher's salary,
money to the scholarship fund or a building fund, or books
for the library. Even if no specific need can be found, a
simple monetary donation to be used all .needed would
seem more practical.
The usual reaction to this argument is, "The students
wouldn't support a drive with those purposes. They want
something they can see and point to when they return
as 'our class gift.' "
Eyen though it summons up Images of dramatic returns to the campus fifty years after graduation, visits
Jn which the class gift would play the role •of the tree in
..Thyrsis," this argument is not convincing.
.
It seems to be based on the presupposition that $3,000
spent for something not needed is better· than $1,000 put
to good use. Further, it seems at a deeper· level to be
an unreal assessment of what the studentJ! reaJJy want.
How many of them really come back and point with ·pride
to "their class gift"?
·
If such a policy is kept up for. a nt1mber· of years, the
campus may 'take on the aspects of a ·junkyard as the
area is cluttered with the momentos of cla~ after class.
It seems much more likely that alumni would· rather
be able to point to sometliing not as tangible, but bearing a more positive. good .for succeeding elassee.

-J. R. G./M. J. H.

S11tE~1~ O~

u.5.

e

Continued implementation of
the concept ol the university as
a community ol educated people
1eeking truth, as evidenced by
the inclusion ot students on significant university committees.

e

Continued raising of academic
standards 11nd quality of instruction to keep pace with improvbig facilities.

e

More and higher quality retreat opportunities for Xavier
students, to be made possible in
part by the elimination of the
vearly retreat obligation and thus
the campus triduuma.

e

Increased intelligent thouohi

and d_iscussion by all Xavier students.

e

A core curriculum evaluation

w h i c h is meaningful and un"!VEIOt:DYOIJ

afraid . to make changes where
they are necessary.

A ~\.)~Dtl.'E:t> 'ilME5-

I'~ ~OIN~ -ro GiQNDtMn\EJ:.'s HtiUSE l •

· L"etters to th•Editor

* *

Bird Lands on "The Muskie";
"Lack of Christian Sympathy" Hit
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

'l'O THE EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

The Muskies are in revolt.
Working from their functional
definition of man {i.e., consumption, elimination and copulation)
they have thrown off their most
profound and enlightening human qualities and reverted to a
stage of hostile barbarians.

I was unimpre~d by the afternoon showing of "The Time of
the Locusts." The film itself was
not well done. A more dramatic
presentation of the theme "war
is hell" can be viewed nightly on
the national news shows. The
speaker was definitely less than
outstanding.

At the lecture Wednesday,
March 1, on the subject of Viet
Nam, the Muskie exposed his
most insidious qualities. In the
seat of enlightenment, bigotry
and hostility reigned. Mr. Letson was insulted from the beginning by those who were determined to silence him even before he could present a stance.
In the film, scenes were shown
of a man being tortured by soldiers. While they watched, many
students actually cheered. They
received a perverted thrill from
seeing a human being kicked,
mutilated and finally murdered.
The crowd was pleased because
it saw the blood it has learned
to love.
Now they have returned to
b e er, baseball and television
where "real humanity is nurtured." They will return again
when their nauseous indolence is
threatened, when their minds are
challenged to rise out of the gutter and when mankind has finally
sunendered itself to despair.
David Bird, '67.

"Locust" Film
"Dean Manion
Jn Reverse"
TO THE EDITOR

e Unlimited cuts for Dean's List
A veraoe Student&.

or THE

Nl!WB:

Dear Sir:
I would like to register my protest against the picture of the
Vietnamese child which appeared
on the bulletin board of the University .Center this past ,week. I
think this is the lowest type of
emoitionalism. It is "a . Dean
Manion in reverse:.'' The obvious
implication ls that the primary
objective .of United States forces
in South Vietnam is the maiming
of Vietnamese children. Certainly
the author of the. picture does not
believe this to be true. It is my
hope that this is merely an attempt to. increase the attendance
at the discussion Wednesday., If
this is true, I can assure you, it
has succeeded in my case.
Respectfully,
Ralph
Huller, '17.

r.

Nevertheless, I was impressed
by a large number of Xavier
students who attended the showing - sorry to say it was not to
their credit. Not a member of
the Xavier student body, but associated 'with the Xavier family,
I was impressed by the lack of
gentlemanly behavior displayed
by a group of young college men.
The snickering and comments in
response to some scenes and to
the speaker were more typical
of grade school children viewing
Saturday morning cartoons. I
was. impressed by the 1 a ck of
Christian sympathy to human
suffering on the part of a young
Catholic audience. I was impressed by the lack of intellectual
acumen displayed by the closemindedness and emotionalism of
the audience during the question
and answer period.
My compliments to the students
who attempted to enrich the academic atmosphere of the university. I hope they do not become
discouraged by the infantile reception accorded their efforts by
many members of the student
body.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Richard J. Meister.

Deerwester
Defends De ms.
'J'O 'l'IIE lWl'J'OR OF THE NF.WS:

I would like to thank Mike
Maloney for his interest in the
actions of. the Xavier University
Young Democrats as . evidenced
by. his Jetter to the News of last
week,

of

It should be
further interest
to Mr. Maloney to learn that a

number of clubs. (for example,
the University of Maine) did not
support the President in hiS Viet
Nam policy, but did support the
Xavier University Resolution. It
is true, as a elub, that the Xavier
Youns Democrats do support the
present administration'1 poliq

* *

concerning the Viet Nam W11r.
But this issue ~as only the topical issue for our severance from
the CYDCA (College Young
Democratic Clubs of America),
but it was not the main issue.
Dale Wagner held a position that
if defended in a responsible manner and concurred in by a majority _of the recognized members
of the CYDCA would have held
Xavier's allegiance to the organization, though not its agreement
concerning Wagner's Viet Nam
policy. But Mr. Wagner failed in
this instance and in several previous instances to act with responsibility in holding the office
of president in a national organization.
Since the time of our resolution {Feb. 1, 1967) the CYDCA
has been disbanded as an arm of
the Democratic Party. We are
now trying to weld both pro anrl
anti-Viet Nam clubs and whatever other factions there may be
into a national organization. We
do not support a view of the
Democratic Party as a cult or
religion to be blindly followed.
We do see the Democratic Party,
however, as a vehicle to express
nationally our {the students')
views. If Mr. Maloney or any
others would like to have further
information they can contact me
at 930 Rogers Place, Cincinnati,
Ohio. I rerriain,
Steven :J. Deerwester,
Treasurer, Xavier .U.
Young Democrats.·

Curley Shocked
By Playboy Photo
TO THE EDJ'l'OR OF 'rHE NEWS:

. I wish to express my opinion
to you on the use of a picture or
"bunnies" on the front page of
a recent issue of the Xavier Uni,·
verslty school paper. I believe
that giving an organization ·such
as PlaybOy enterprises, w~ifh ~s
in the business ()f selling sex, any
publicity in a Catholic un~~ersi~
ty'I p8per is at least very . poor
judgment, if not. scandal.' .Your
printing of this picture suggests
that the Church has changed its
position on this organization after
the loilt battle . fou1ht by the
Archbishop of Cincinnati to keep
a Playboy Club irom establishinl
itaelf in CineianatL

Re1pectlu1ly ·your1,
~aul

Curle1.
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Thoughts at Random
Insofar as it has never
selected a saint from men
beyond its creed, the Catholic Church displays a narrowness which constricts its
1mrpose. The approach resembles that of the civic
booster whose vision, while
not false, appears comically
limited to the outsider.

•

The misnomer .. conservative" descrihes the person
whose belief in education as
lhe sole means to improve
men is second only to his
denial of the taxes which
would make effective education possible.

•

The limitation of the Left
is that its goal exceeds its
grasp. l\'l o d e r n liberalism
aims to perfect men; but the
best it can do is to better
the conditions necessary to
this end. \Vhen this is done,
the people must take over.
'l'he problem is that they do
uot always oblige.

•
One of these days the
dominant race in the United
S !ates will be composed of
mixed strains. Isolated areas

of the country will breed a
backward p e op 1 e of pure
caucasian stock. They will
be re g a rd e d as curiosity
pieces. Some of them might
replace the Tobacco Road
people as popular displays
on the carnival midway.

•

Although half of society
might disagree, the source
of sexual amenities is not
the male. He may often submit a plea for them, but the
female retains the judgment.
It is she wJio determines the
ebb and flow of sexual morality. As a result, the female deserves all of the
credit for a world which is
chaste, or carnal.

•
It bothers me t h a t the

same people who sing "We
Shall Overcome" will live in
segregated s u b n r b s, who
c o n d e m n commercialism
will buy all the gadgets they
can afford, who have questions will give their children
all the answers, who hate
greed will selfishly guard
their wealth. This bothers
me because it doesn't haYc
to be.

Pare Thne

Circumstances Cause Stress

Farnsworth Addresses Forun1
By LINUS BIELIAUSKAS, News Reporter

Harvard University possesses a unique student service
program. It has a center which combines both psycholog1cal and health services, giving the most comprehensh•e
care a\·ailable to any student in •the United States.
The man who conceived this
idea is Dr. Dana Farnsworlh,
director of health services at
Harvard Unh•ersity and he was
the speaker Wednesday, March 1,
at the fifth lectm·e of lhis yeat-'s
Forum Series. His topic was the
"Problems of Today's Students."
Dr. Farnsworth beran by saying that today's students all have
problems because of the difficult
work demanded in the present
academic enviornment. A student
coming to college, he said, may
have to brid~e a gap produced
by the secluded life uf home.
He must make a choice for later
life. He must meet academic
standards.
All lhese influences cause the
students to come undet' stress.
The problem is the work which
is hard because of surrounding
circumstances, not the work ilsell'.
But, said Di·. Farnsworth, only
1 to 5% of ou1· students go lo
extremes in meeting their problems. Most of today's students
have a mental "soundness'' which
is a way of reacting to problems,

not an absence of them. In general our students are "troubled
but not distressed, worried but
not in despair."
Contemporary college students
have three specific areas of concern: The emphasis on sexual
mm·ality, the eonflict between
the ideal and the real, and the
use of drugs.
Sexual morality is not a problem just for the campus, but for
the entire nation. However, young
people living together at a university are a natural target for
publicity and criticism. The pl'oblems are intensified when the
20th century myths of 100'/o ef-

Society-Centered vs. Person-Centered Sex:
McLaughlin Stresses Need for Reason
By JOE ROSENBERGER, News Reporter

Rev. John McLaughlin, S.J., continued his series on
"S_exuality and Self-Communication" on Thursday, March
2, devoting his talk to the topic of "Premarital Love."
The talk began with an exoutlined. First, that premal'ital
planation of the two systems of
sexual control: the society-cen- · indulgence invites take-over by
sexual progression leading to
tered and the person-centered.
ego-centric, anti-marriage patThe forme1· is an indirect form
terns of behavior. The individof regulation, not focused on a
uals escalate sexual activities,
person or an act but rather on
with a resulting sharp focus .on
the good or society, which in turn
he-she areas of the body, a baspl'Oscribes the. things that are
ically segmentalist approach. The
construed to be bad for it. It
I-thou relationship becomes an
also sets what Father described
I-it relationship, making integraas a "taboo zone" inside of which
tion of the sex act with the perthere is regulation. The sex drive
son difficult.
is thus per se amoral. It becomes
moral when an act invades the
Second, premarital indulgence
"taboo zone."
inhibits the social discovery and
The person-centered form of exchange of the partnet·s themselves. The two people are limitregulation, on the other hand,
ed in their development in sois directed to the reproductive faculty itself, analyzing cial situations with other peothe person in all his dimen- ple. The tone of the relationship
detet"iorates and dates 'becoiJle
sions, and determining the napsychological and physical batture of man and the function of
tlegrounds. Thil'd, premarital in•
the sexual faculty itself-the obdulgence diminishes mutual trust,
ject being to yield the full poespecially in late life, when sicktential perfection of the person.
If the act is perfective. and developmental, it i~ deemed good;
if not, it is bad, the supposition
being that a well ordered society
ls composed of well ordered individuals.
Father went on to describe the
Church as being in theory person-centered but in practice, due
to moralistic and legalistic posit i on s, effectively society-centered, though it is hoped that
in its evolution it will eventually
acknowledge the positive emergent role of the person in order
to rationalize the value of the
reproductive faculty.
Presently the non-personal, soele&y-eentered view Is rejeeted,
but &be personal view Is stlll unstable, produdq wlaat Fat•r
deseribecl as a· ".exaal. drUt."
What he feels a. a~ .. a J11al•
losopli1 of life for 1outb eon•
tainlnl' solid l'•I&. elleetlve )ler•
ilonal eommltment, and knowledce of the relationship between
coabi and praetleea. He broucbt
to light the need for reason in
&lie area of sexuality •. religion
heinl' a l'OUd "back-up" but not
llkel1 to hold ap under fire.
In light of the first part of his
talk five considerations were

ness or pt·egnancy forces spouses
to abstain from relations.
Fourth, p 1' em ar it a l indulgence undermines the basic pl'indples of male-female emotionality and psychology, The female
sexual expression is related to
being in love with this one pe1·son while the male reaction is
less exclusively associated with
romanticism. In this respect it
is well to note the peet"-group
sentiment has a stl'ong influnece
on the boy to prove his masculinity via sexual activity. Fr.
McLaughlin noted that in college
today the more sophisticated
forms of seduction are taking
place, under such excuses as
"testing sexual compatibility,"
and often misintel'preting such
authorities as Kinsey and Ellis.
The fifth and final point was that
pre-marital indulgence imperils
the happiness of the parents and
the good order of the community
and society-at-large.
The talk closed with two films
-the first titled "The Mischief
Makers," a short story of youth
and discovery in Southern France
illustrating · moral custom and
its influences on sexuality, and
the second a television documentary concerning the p1·oblem of
unwed mothers.
The final talk in ibe four-part
series, given Thursday, March 9,
was titled "Mari&al and Celibate
Love."

DK. DANA FARNSWORTH
fectiveness of contraceptives,
eradication or venereal disease,
and convenient abortions explode
into 19th century morality when
a ·girl becomes pregnant.
Present sex education has constantly stressed the physical
aspect of sex and disregarded the
total commitment which distinguishes sexuality from sex. Students are not made aware of the
necessary moral standards for
a personal and effective relationship. Do moral standards actually help the student? Dr.
Farnsworth stated, ''Those who
ignore them are more depressed
and unhappy than those who
adhere to them."
The conflict between the ideal
and the real is now becoming
emphasized as students, free from
want and war, have the time to
think about it. Many students
demonstrate fo1· their ideals because they feel that anything
short of action is a compromise.
But, Dr. Farnsworth q u estioned, "Why should we be disturbed because our students are
concerned over their own future?" The society we live in
has a confused set of values
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which students are trying to
clarify.
Finally. Dr. Farnsworth 1·011tinued. "We live in a society
pre-occupied with pills." A modern adult needs a stimulant to
wake up In the morning, a tr.u1quilizer to keep calm during the
day, alcohol to relax him in the
afternoon, and a sedative to go
to sleep at night.
Which drugs arc of most serious concern'! Dr. Fa ms worth
offered this allc'.);ory. "Three men
came lo the locked gate uf the
city of Ephesus al night. The
first was drunk, the second was
under the influence of opium,
the third was high on marijuana.
'Let us knock down the gale,'
said the first man. 'We should
lie down and \\;ail until morning,' said the second. The third
man then promptly suggested
'Let us flow lhrough the keyhole.'" The latter is the man
to worry about most. His drug~
are LSD, Marijuana, Heroine,
and airplane glue.
Dr. Farnsworth l'lassed drui:experimentation as an unsound
approach to personal problems.
He said, "There is definitely
nothing to be gained b~· the
taking of hallucionatory drugs,
and the people most likely to
be adversely affected by them
are the ones who take them.''
A specific example of detrimental effect is shown by the
drug LSD. After its introduction
into the· system the bocty·s punishment and warning systems are
inhibited and responsibility and
judgement are reduced. One dose
of LSD renders the taker incapable of any important decisions for at least Uwee months,
and the brain may become structurally as well as emotionally
damaged.
One studcnf beset by problems
at school decided to solve them
by the escape from reality afforded by LSD. "Before I took
the drug, he said, I was compulsively mediocre. Now I am
spontaneously mcdiocl'e."
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OVERTIME LOSS ·SPLITS SEASON
•

By STEVE SLANIA,

N~ws

I

g

Sports Reporter

According to
u-a·r d Tim
O'Connell who ,scored l9 points
While visions of victol'y danced in theil' heads,. the
. added 4 assists: "It was a
:Xavier Musketeer basketball· team saw a foul'-point lead ·11nd
Wfll '-played .and ·hard -J'ought
-.:wish in the final two and one-half minutes as the. Uni-vc1·sity of Cincinnati Bearcats were able to tie the score lam~, by both teams. ·cincinnati ·
at li0-60 in regulation time and to go on to defeat the pJ~yed a good game but there
Muskies 79-li9 in ove1·time. 'l'his game was the twelfth we1·e certainly chances fol' us
In a row which XU has lost lo UC beginning in Oscar to win."
The score at I.he. e_nd of the
Robertson's first year of varsity basketball. 'fhe Muskies
r;ave it a valiant effort and. were it not for the fact that first half stood at 37-33, as Dean
Xavier's two big men, Luther Rackley and Bob Quick, Foster made two free throws aftfouled out in the initia.I 37 seconds of the overtime period, el' the end of playing lime in the
lb-st stanza, in favor of the Bearthey might have been able to defeat the Cats.
cats. The second half was one
of outstanding effort by both
teams. Things got most hectic in
the final two seconds of the regulation time as Luther Rackley
jumped high to block an nttcmpted dunk by opposing center Rick
Roberson. "All I could remember
was that Marquette game," said
Coach Don Rube·rg. "The situation was exactly the same with
a man up high in the last second
ready to drop the ball in. And
then Luther came from out of
nowhere to block the shot perfectly. We began the overtime
with the momentum on our side
thanks to Luthel''s block. Then
Bob and Luther fouled out real
q·uick and the tide shifted."
Both teams finished with H
fleld g-oals but the marrin of victory was Cincinnati's 31 foul
shots compared to Xavier's 21
eonnections. Riek Roberson was
· 12 for 16 from the free throw
line and Dean Foster had a perfect 10 for 10. Both men shot
eonsiderably better as they· were
previously averarinr- about 60
per eent on free .throws.
As far as the rival centers
wel'e concerned, both llac_kley

PH's WIN
BULLET BOB QtJIC&
~-,
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'""t'HEJDEAL-·of a physical fitness program for every student is
&monstrated by Tony Sauline, Detroit junior, as he drives toward
Ills closet in quest of two points on his ''home court" in Husman Hall.
-News (Kelleu) Photo

Last weekend Xavier Universit.y's Pershing Rifles journeyed
to Erie, Pa. to pal'ticipate in the
Gannon Invitational Drill Meet.
It proved to be quite a profitable
weekend.
G-1 was entered in four events.
They captured two first-place
trophies and placed high in the
other two events.
Their - first trophy eame in the
Individual competition w h e r e
Tom SeUy's first place and Bob
Rice's fourth place finish eomblned to produce the points need·
ed for victory. Setty reeelved a·
plaque, medal, and ribbon· for his
endeavor.
G-1 also won a first place trophy for Exhibition Squad. This
squad was commanded by Captain Richard L. Bevington and
consisted of the following members: Paul Fellinger, Ron Schuckman, Bob Shoner, Doug "Rock"
Hudson, Joe Dooley, Jim Wicklander, Tom Geier, and Chuck
Russell.
Th i.s weekend the PR's are
traveling to Champagne, II( -to
to participate in the Illinois in~i
tational Drill Meet, They hope to
return with more trophies for
their collection.

and Roberson had H points when
Rackley fouled out in the opening s(lconds c1f the .overtime.
-From then on, Robe1·son total:led
9 mol'e p0ints to ice the victory
tor the Bearcats with no big man
to combat him.
After O'Connell's 19 PGlnts,
llob Quiek had 16 as be put on a
dasalinr- display of turn-around
jumpers In the seeond half. Bob
also led all ·m the came in rebounds with a total of 15. Luther
added 11 points before retirlnl'.
Joe Pang-l'azio played an excellent floor g-ame and had some
important steals and rebounds
in t.he elosi11g minutes of play.

As Luther Rackley had to sa;v,
"It was a good ball game. We
just weren't fortunate enough to
win it. I think when Bob and l
Joulecl out they got the momen-

tum."
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Cincinnati's scoring was wt•ll balanced as four players landed
in double figures. Roberson led
wit:h 20 followed by Mike Rolf's
18.· Both Dean Fostel' and Johnny
Howard had 14. It was the eighth
overtime contest or lhe year for .
Cincinnati, which was able to
win six.
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Muskie Nine Opens In South

W /1itey Ploscik

ATHOS

By RICHARD ARENAS, News Sparts Reporter

BASKETBALL

The game of basketball has coine a long way 'since i1s inception
by Dr. John Naismith in the late 1800's, from nine playel's on each
1eam to five, from coul'ts with peach rims as baskets to plush at·
1ractive areanas and the participants, themselves, who have cha~gecl
J>hysically so that their counterparts in bygone days are dwarfed.
These changes, plus the development of players' skills have initiated
l'llle changes in the past, now clamor for more modification of older
"ules and the institution of new rules has increased.
The "dunk," the big man's shot, has been under attack recently.
"Make it ·illegal or raise the basket" has been the shouts of mrmy
coaches. Why? Fifty years from now the same problem could coneeiveably exist even with the raising of the basket now, because
the big men will get bigger and the small men will get bigger, so
1hat the tall men will always be closer to the basket and always
bave this advantage. Besides this, the "dunk," is an exciting shot
11nd a crowd pleaser from way back.
It is true 1)rnt the good shooter will be able to adjust to the
elevation of the basket, but to give him an adclecl advantage while
keeping the basket at ten feet, the basket could be widened. At this
iime, the basket is eighteen inches wide nnd I am certain that the big
men would "stuff" a ball inio a nine-inch area - the size of the basketball. The increase in the width of the hoop from either four and
Ii half to nine inches would gi\'e the shooter a greater chance in
connecting on his attempts.

Another feature of basketball which has been the target of
critics and rightly so, has been fouls and foul shots. The game
iigainst the Cincinnati Bearcats is a fine example· for the illustration
()f this point. That game seemed to be a continuous parade to the
eharity stripe. In all, a total Of seventy-nine free throws were
attempted in forty-five minutes of play. Any action that possibly
«:ould have occured was thwarted by the constant whistle blowing
f>f the officials.
Several alternatives are at hand: (l) eliminate the free throw
completely and on a violation, the team that was fouled would receive the ball out of bounds, but the custom of a player leaving with
a total of five fouis would still exist; (2) universalize the experiment
out West where the above ls done with the exception that foul shots
are shot when the bonus situation occurs. Xavier played under these
conditions in their opener against the Air Force and the reaction of
the team was quite favorable.
Slowdown tactics have received much abuse, especially from
the fans who have become accustomed to free lance, high scoring
games which produce excitement. The talk of installing a possession
clock as used in the professional ranks has been suggested, but what
will be a sufficient length of time, for I believe that there should be
a clock but also believe that a team has the right to slow clown the
tempo of the contest so that they have a good chance · of winning.
What coach in his right mind would run with the Bruins of UCLA
when he knows his chances of win.ning are greater at a slower rate
()f play? So, if a reasonable period of time can be arrived at so as
to help but. not hinder the other team, it would greatly aid the game.
That basketball needs changes is obvious; that· it· needs changes
that will promote and maintain its brand of excitement is more
obvious; so let's hope for the best.
'Any other suggestions or ideas?

•
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PREJUDICE

Although it might be lowering myself to mention it, in the evening paper's account of"the ·xu-uc gaine, Tim O'Connell's name was
not even mentioned and the only printing of Joe Pangrazio's name
came in the last paragraph on a discussion of a fight in which both
Pangrazio and Raleigh Wynn of the Bearcats were ejected. It seems
ihat some honest sports . writing should have been devoted to the
aspects of the contest which had a bearing on the outcome.

March 25 officially marks the beginning of the 1967
version of the Xavier .Unive1·sity Baseball team. In 19li6
the' team 'compiled a 16; and 14 record with 8 games cancelled· beca'lise of bad weather. This year the schedule
c'.!onsists 'of' 38 games with 8 games being played during
Easter vacation at Biloxi ·Air Force Base. Besides these
B games Xavier pla.ys 14 at home and 16 away.
Of the twelve returning letter•
men six are p i t c h e l' s. s.te\'e
Slania and Mike Gundy are the
only two senior$ on the staff;
juniors Jerry Federle, Dan Holl·
man, Tim O'Connell, and Jerry
Schwartz a1·e returning to the
mound a 1 s o. Sophomores up
from last year's freshman team
are Tim Rooney, John Tepe and
John Peterson.
Xavier has four \'eterans of
the Central Illinois Collegiate

XU BASEBALL SCHEDULE, '67
M:ir. 25-At Loyola in New Orloans
Mar. 26-At Loyola hi New Orleans
M:tr. 28-At Biloxi Air Force Base
Mar. 28-At Biloxi Air Force Base
Mar. 29-At Biloxi Air Force Base
Mar. 29-At Biloxi Air Force Base
Mar. 30-At Biloxi Air Force Base
Mar. 30-At Biloxi Air Force Base
Apr. 6-At Hanover College
Apr. 8-Miami University at Xavier
Apr. 10-At Morehead UninrsitT
Apr. 12-Bcllarmlne College &t Jl:aYier
Apr. li-Marshal University at Xnier
Apr. 15-At Kent State UnlversitT
Apr. 18-At Cincinnati University
Apr. 19-Da:rton University at Xavier
Apr. 20-Jlorohead Univ. at Xavier
Apr. 22-At Indiana Central
Apr. 23-Vllla Madonna at Ia.nu
Apr. 2'-At Unlversit7 of Da~on
Apr. 26-Ta7lor University at Xavier
Apr. 27-At Eastern Ky. State Colle1•
ApT. 29-Butler \Jni'rersitT &t XaYier
Ha7 2-0bto UnlYerslty at Xavier
Kay 3-At :Mtami l1nlverslt7
lla7 7-At Marian College
Ma:r 12-VUI& Madonna at JCa'fler
Ma:r 13-0lncinnatl at Xa'fler
May 16-At Ohio University
May 24-SPKING SPORTS BANQUET

XU BASEBALL ROSTER-1967
Player -

l'osltlon

Ted Bacigalupo, c.
Tom Breving, of.
Rich Clifford, p.
Rich Donnelly, c.
Jerry Federle, p.
Rick Fiehrer, of.
Joe Geraci, inf.
Mike Gundy, p.
Tom Higgins, c.
Jim Hof'f, inf.
Dan Hollman, p·lb.
John Keenan, of.
Dennis Kirtland, of.
Dennis Martin, inf.
Tim O'Connell, p-lb •
John Peterson, p.
Tim Rooney, p.
Jerry Schwarz, p.
Gary Shepard, of.
Steve Slimia, of.
Mike Tensing, inf.
John Tepe, p.
Jim Woerner, p.

Hgt.

Wgt.

5-10
5-10

190
166
180

6-2

5-li. lilO
5,;9
5-10
6-1
6

5-11
5-11
6

5-11
5-8
5-11
6-1
5-10
5-11

6-2.
6-2
6-2
6-1
5-10
5-10

162
190
177
180
150
168
192
180
175
151
182
179
172
. .. 191
182
230
190
176
142

League: Dave Lynch, Rich DonneUy, Tim O'Connell, and Jim
Hoff. Of these fom· O'Connell
was League leader in R.B.I.'s
and stolen bases. Jim Hoff, playing 41t second base had a grand
slam home1· and was among the

top home run hittc1·s in the
League.
The infielders are eithe1· Joe
Geraci or Denny JVIartin at short,
Tim O'Connell 01· Dan Hollman
at first, Jim Hoff at second, ancl
a number of candidates at 1.hircl
base.
The out.!ie.Jclcrs will be selected
from Tom Breving, Dick Fiehrer.
John Keenan, .Dennis Kirtland.
and Gary Shepard.
March 25 and 26 the Mu.ski<'.!'
make a two-day stand against
Loyola of the South in New Or·
leans.

\tAth
Mai 9hulm:m
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

WHO'S GOT THE BUTTON?
I'm sure it has not escaped your notice that undel'lying
the adorable whimsy which has made this column such a
popular favorite among my wife and my little dog Spot,
there is a serious attempt to stay abreast of the problems
that beset the American college student.
Many a trip have I made to many a campus-talking to
underg1·aduates, listening to their troubles, hearing their
grievances, reading tl1eir buttons. (Incidentally, the second and third most popular buttons I saw on my last trip
were: "WALLA CE BEERY LIVES" and "FLUORIDATE MUSCATEL." The firRt most popular button was,
as we all know, "SCRAP THFJ SCRAPE" which· is worn,
as we all know, by Personna Super Stainless Steel Blade
users who, as we all know, are proud to proclaim to the
world that they have found a bla.de which gives them
luxury shave after luxury shave, which comes both in
double-edge style and Injector style, which does indeed
scrap the scrape, negate the nick, peel the pull, and oust
the ouch~ ~hich shaves so closely and quickly and truly
and beautifully that my heart leaps to tell of it. (If per. haps you think me too effusive about Personna, I ask you
to i·emember that to me Personna is more than just a
. razor blade; it is also an employer.)
·
But I digress. I make frequent trips, as I say, to learn
what is currently vexing the American undergraduate.
Last week, for example, while visiting a prominent Eastern university (Idaho State) I talked to a number of
engineering seniors who posed a serious question. Like
all students, they had come to college burning to fill themselves with culture, but, alas, because of all their science
requirements, they simply had had no time to take the
liberal arts courses their young souls lusted after. "Are
we doomed," they asked pitec;msly, "to go through life
. uncultured?".
I answer~d with a resoimding "No!" I told them the
culture they h.ad missed i!1 college, they would pick up
. after graduation. I explained that today's cnlightenecl
corpprations are setting up on-the-job liberal arts programs for the newly employed engineering graduatecourses designed to fill his culture gap-for the truly enlightened corporation realizes that the truly cultured employee is the truly valuable employee.
To illustrate, I cited the well-known case of Champen
Sigafoos of Purdue.
.
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When 91Jampert, having completed his degree in wing
nuts and flanges, reported to the enlightened corporation
where he had acceptea employment, he was not rushed
forthwith· to a drawing board. He was first installed in
the enlightened corporation's training campus. Here he
was given a beanie, a room-mate, and a copy of the company rouser, and the enlightened ..corporation proceedecl
t~ fill the gap in his.culture.
First he was taugl1t to read, then to print capital letters, then capital and small letters. (There was also an
attempt to teach him script, but it was ultimately
abandoned.) .
From these fundamentals, Champert progressed slowly
but steadily through the more complex disciplines. He
, was diligent, and the corporation was patient, and.in the
end they were well rewarded, for when Champert finished, he could play a clavier, parse a sentence, and name
all the Electors of Bavaria.
·
Poised· and cultured, Champert was promptly placed in
an important executive position" I am pleased to report
that he served with immense distinction-not, however,
for long because th1·ee· days later he reached retirement
age.·
Today, still spry, he lives in St. Petersburg, Florida,
where he supplements his pension by parsing sentences
for· tourists.
* * *
© 19b1, Ma• Shulm•n
Here'• a Jtentence tlial'• e111y to pflrse: S11bject-"yo11."
Verb-"1lo11blc." Ol1ject-"yo11r sh11vi11g comfort ll!lrn11
yo11 lllfe Il11r1nt1-Slwve, rer,:11ltrr or 1111mtlwl, 1tlo11g HJitla
yo11r l'er.0111111 S1111e1· St11itilc1111 Steel lll11dc11."
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Philosophy Chairman Voices Rebuttal
By REV. W. HENRY KENNEY, Chairman of the
Department of Philosophy

This nrtirle represents nn analysis of Jose7>h Aloonn<m's
fho11ahts on the state of Philosophy at XU, frnm the head of
the Philosophy Department. Father Kenney offers his opinions
011 the wcscnl and future stnfe of Philosophy 1:n c111d for XU
s/11(/cn/s.

Apropos of the death of God
controversy there is the remark
ol the Irish wag: if God is really
dead, sure and it is taking an
unseemly long time lo but·y Him.
The same, I suppose, can be
said of XU Philosophy: if XU

Philosophy is really dead, it is
laking <ill unrcasL nable amount
Of talk and time lo bury it. And
the pity of this piece is that it
will merely prolong the wake and
obsequies. No matter; we proba!Jl.Y all share with the Irish a
natural love of mourning and interment; the "of whom" matters
little so long as it gathers the
clan and pt·on10les a communily
or the bereaved.
It is worth noting that if ours
were n question of burying XU
q1ristian Culture requirements,
it would be accomplished with a
remarkable minimum of controv0rsy and an indecent maximum
or dispatch. (If there are any who
wonder, they might apply themselves to the reasons for such
great dispal'ity.)

Joseph G. Moorman in "XU
Phi'.osophy Fails" brings Ui) several good points. First, he notes
that "to many of us students,
'philosophy' is a cl i rt y word";
l n t er this has expanded into
"philosophy at Xavier is ... genel'ally held in such low esteem."
Since no factual evidence is presented for the assertion, I suppose that another observer with
equal right could say that "to
many of us students, 'philosophy'
is a marvelous word"; later in
his article he could expand this
in lo "philosophy at Xavier is ..•
generally held in such high esteem." (In the not too distant
'future, there may well be some
facts pertinent to the question.)
But there is no need to Iabri~fl I<.' possible student opposition
to Mr. Moorman's assertation;
rwxt to it Mr. Thomas Gravelle
wrote: "All of us admit that tremendous benefits accrue lo the
student who has examined them
(philosophy and theology) thorOLl'.'hly." It was pet·haps unkind
.,... [ Mr. Gravelle to suggest by the
adverb that some of the trouble
might be located in some students.

Mr. Moorman's rreatest eontrihution I think, eomes In bis
identification of the criterion for
the failure of XU Philosoph:r its !>tartinl' off from a· eommitted
position, (One could just as easily assert that the reason for the
success of XU Philosophy is that
it starts off from a eommHted
position.) Moorman grounds bis
~ritc .. ion in the further assertio•
that "so many of us students •••
aerk committment, but are as yet
"•ithout one." This raises the
';auestion: what are Ule facts~
It could be that I am in bette1
position than Mr. Moorman to
report on the de raeto situation;
in any case, I suspect that I have
at least equnl right to report how
I see the situation. I would estimate that no more and probably
much less than five per cent of
XU undergraduates could be said
to be uncommitted to a bas. i.c
theistic realism. (Their theologic a 1 commitment is something
else.) To have questions about,
problems with, doubts or certain
implications of realism is anything but a necessary indicatiOA

FATHER KENNEY
of non - commitment; these are
neal'ly always, it seems to me,
signs of a healthy and vital won·
der which precedes growth in
both insight and commitment.
Further, of students who say
that they are uncommitted lwG
things can be noted: 1) they are
as a rule vastly more vocal than
their numerous committed confreres; 2) saying one is non-committed "doesn't make it so": one
of the most vigorously question·
ing and skeptical XU undergraduates went to advanced studies
at Harvard where he was immed·
iately dubbed "the Catholic," one
clearly committed and respected
for the cogent defense of his
commitments which, at XU, were
enoneously suspected by l h e
naive.
Mr. Moorman's point that the

uncommitted student needs an
uncommitted philosophical approach may be true; it Is certainly true ii a student comes t.o
THINK he needs it. But obJee. tlvely we can question the value
of an uncommitted philosophical
approach at the underi:raduate
level. William Ernest Hockini:,
formerly Chairman of the De·
partment of Philosophy at Harvard, stated that in graduate
school he could educate an und e r g r a d u a t e who had been
brought up within any single
philosophical world-view, but he
had found the task well nigh
hopeless with students who had
been subjected to a philosophical
caretel'ia.
At bottom, though, Mr. Moorman's request for a prog1·am
which starts philosophizing from
an uncommitted prosition is like
asking the mathematician to produce· a square circle. Could Jean
Paul Sartre now-or at the age
of 18-stnrt philosophizing from
an uncommitted position? Could
David Hume, Jacques Mal'itarn,
Ludwig Wittenstein ei alii start
philosophizing from an uncommitted position? They start, I
start, students start from wbere
they are-from the present com·
mitments. Ph i 1 o so p h y ls not
mathematics wherein one is truly
free to choose one's axioms and
postulates. One who has lived
beyond the age of reason has
necessarily even if only implicitly made various commitments
undet· the preassure of his expel'ience of himself, other men
and the world.
-

(who will be our Brother Jacques?), but until it does, it seems
necessary to conclude that Xavier's basic efforts in philosophizing ought to be from a philosophical commitment which is in
harmony with its overall commitments. However, Xavier's
philosophical commitment does
not preclude but rathet· favors
a genuine philosophical pluralism
of palco- a n d neo-Thomism,
personalism, Teilhardism, Chris·
ti an existentialism, communalism, phenomenology, etc. Such
pluralism presents large options
to an uncommitted student - if
he exists. If he feels that in
order to establish and/ or develop
his commitment, he needs a
voice-to-car contact with a still
greatet· philosophical pluralism,
docs he have a l'ight lo demnnd
that Xavier University supply it?
Given the lack of a specified
commitment at slate universities,
students there can rightly seek
(but frequently not find) a rad-

lcal pluralism among philosopl\7
professors,
Finally, ii a Xavier student's
literacy is the least bit advanced
the XU Libi-ary (certainly in
conjunction with sister librat'ies)
supplies him with the tools to
explore any and every variety of
philosophical commitment.
The strance thing is that lhe
core of l\lr. Moorman's request
makes elegant sense in tile context of a genuine graduate
school- but for reasons other
than he .i:ives. That Is anotlter
story, as is how he happens to
be a Xavier graduate student,
and as a consequence tending
rightly to see things in another
light.
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But, granting for the moment
Mr. Moorman's request for a
program that starts philosophizing from an uncommitted posi•
tion, we can ask: is Xavier University, with its present announced commitments (see XU
Catalogue, pp. 31-32; XU Student
Handbook, pp. 86-87), free to
pursue philosophy from. a noncommitted stance? Xaviet· may
well ch an g e its commitment
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ENCORE

This must be Theater Week
•mong the local Catholic colleges,
and modern European dramatists
are the order of the day. Villa
Madonna College opened last Friday with Ionesco's Rhinoceros.
This is probably the most famous
example of a type of contempo•
rary drama known as "Theater of
the Absurd." In this highly unusual theater piece, we find that
all the characters (and undoubtedly all the world) have turned
into-is the word- 'Rhinoceri"?
I am sure that the Villa Players,
with their habit of staying abreast of the latest in drama, did
justice to this extraordinary play.
Mount St. Joseph also chose to
present the work of a Frenchman
with thll_ producti2n last weekend
of J e a n Annouihl's Antigone.
This adaptation of the Sophoclean
tragedy is said to represent Annouihl's existentialistic intrepretation of his work with the
Fr e n ch Underground during
World War II, but the Mount
termed its production a "universal application" of the theme of
personal commitment. In doing
so, the ca.St wore unusual costumes consisting of ballet tights
w i t h something like chasubles
thrown over. The make-up was
whiteface, daubed here. and there
with large vari-colored spots. I
personally found those devices
distracting and contrived. If it
was meant to point out a universal application, I reply only that
I do not like to be told in advance how to interpret a play;
especially I dislike · being told
something that will be true ot
any worthwhile drama, i.e., that
the playwright is speaking to all
men.
The cast on the whole performed admirably; and Xavier's three
representatives, Jerry Ringer,
Jay Cranley, and Jim Hosko, are
to be commended for a job well
done. The twelve-voice chorus

was very well rehearsed; but I
feel that the playwright's intention was aguin violated by using
more than the single-voice chorus
which is called for. All in aJI,
a good show.
Edgecliff Academy at OLC
directed its attentions to the
now famous work of Germanborn playwright, Pete1· Weiss.
The Academy's production of
Marat/de Sade (I will spare you
the full title) was as theatrically
interesting as any play I have
ever seen.
Employing a technique that
\Veiss call's "Total Theatre,"
l'Harat/de Sade is an amorphous
combination of "sober Philosophical comment, slapstick, nightmare, ballet, choral chant, doggerel songs, and spurts of verse."
These sundry ingredients are
combined in varying degrees
throughout the performance, the
result forming something of •
mental collage, peopled by the
inmates at the asylum at Charenton, in ,;arying states of insanity.
I am not sure whether I really
"like" the play itself, but the
production at Edgecliff, I felt was
superb.
It is difficult to assess the acting talents in a cast portraying
lunacy; however, I was especially impressed with the performances of Frank Macintosh, "'.ho
played the Marquis de Sade;
Marie Geist, who ministered so
faithfully to the skin diseases of
Marat; and Michael McGrath,
who played Duperet, an aristocratic erotomaniac.
•
The reallstle creation of saebo
a nightmarish play, must have
caused just such ehoulish prob·
lems for the director. Davkl
Barrie mastered the situatioa
with ·some marvelously e:xeltinc
staglnc. The set and Hghtinc was
also superb-the best that I have
seen at Edcecliff. This play Is a
must.

Student Rights
On Wednesday, March 15 at
1:30, Dr. Alfred Kuhn, professor
of economics at UC and member
of the American Civil Liberties
Union, will speak on "Academic
Freedom for Students-Meaning
and Rationale."
On Friday, March 17, he will
be present at the FAST discussion to talk with students. The
title of the discussion will be
"What About Student Rights?"

·'
• The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every sense of the word'. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and ainong
100 million non-Catholic Amer·
icans. He is a missionary to his own
people-the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to ful·
fill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate tal!!nts to
help further his dedicated goal.
• If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investiga·
tiol'I of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude te.s_t for- the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the .,,ost impor~ .
tant decision of your life. Write for
it today.
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FAST and FADSIC
Approximately a year ago, the
idea for a facult.v-stuclcnt talk
became a reality in the Corm of
F.A.D.S.I.C and F.A.S.T. This
campus discovery could be parallcd to prehistoric man's stumbling upon his primitive wheel.
One can find similnrity between
early man and his wheel, and
with' the Xavic1· student nnd the
F.A.S.T. talks.
Do you think prehistoric man
knew in which direction his discovery was to take his cilivization'! Do you think he knew its
full potential? How many o[ his
peers were unaware o[ its cidslencc'! Or how many were aware
of its existence but were just uninterested, or involved cbewhcrc?
And o[ the relative few \\'ho were
involved, how many did not truly
know how lo use il, except as a
toy'.'
This same series of questions
ran be dircclcc! towards our present faculty-student discussions.
It is most evident that a good
l.1incty per cent of the schola1·s
on campus arc either unaware of
these almost weekly discussions
or arc involved in olher activities. The breakdown of this disgusting majority can go no Carther than just these l wo groups.
Therc arc a number who seem,
b.v necessity. to be occupied with
other interests- but this is life.
Then there are those who just
don't give a damn, for the prnblcms discussed in t he s c tulk.s
don't enter the realm of theit·
small and narrow wol'lcl.
The remaining Len per cent,
who show theil' interest by their
atlendancc, seemingly divide into two factors or groups: those
who are interested in these talks
only from the aspect or gaining
knowledge, and those who n1·e
student administrators interested
in sounding out lhcir ideas. For
the 1 n t t c r, the cliseussions are
means where he can judge possillle reactions to any concepts

that he might want to put into
effect. Strangely enough, the topics of the talks cover two areas:
one of present problems on campus which are of particulm· in·
tercst to those in student government (the doers), and one 0£
present problems which are of
general interest to sludenls as individuals (the thinkers),
But d.o the F.A.S.T. and the
F.A.D.S.J.C. discussions stimulate
action? No. At least not action of
any consequence. For the members of student government are
much like prehistoric man who
did not really know what to do
with his discovery except to use
it as a. toy. And so student omcials continue to dabble in the
discussions. They expend all theil'
eiiergy in ex1tounding their brilliant ideas, and bave no endurance left to put their combined
efforts into action. But maybe
this was the desired effect the
subtle school administration saw
when it ga\•e its approval to the
first discussion. lUaybe they saw
these talks as a "buffer area"
where the agitating f e, w could
voice their oJtinions, objections
or proposals, and then feel somewhat satisfied, at least more so
than before such discussions existed. that action would automatically follow. lUaybe tile administration realized that the
ones to take part In this activity
would be that small percentage
or the students who are the doers.
And maybe they foresaw (knowing students as well as they do),
the all talk-no action effect. And
maybe they realized that the ilh1sio11 of "aetting something
aebic\•cd'' would subdue any rebellious factor or change on our
campus.

Girls Roam Xavier Campus; BULLETIN
Social Life Improves
This weekend there will be
about 50 or ioo gil'ls from Nazareth College in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
roaming the Xavier University
campus. In an effo1·t to imprnve
the social life on campus, the
Social Committee has initiated a
new progl'am which will bring
many such visito1·s in the future.
"This weekend is an experiment," stated Mike Berkery,
Student Council Social Chairman.
"If it is successful, the committee will make this a policy for
next year."

The girls will arrive Friday
just in time for the mixer at
Bl'ockman Hall. Special arrnngemenls have been made for them
to eat in the cafeteria (to provide a chance for contacl with
Xavier men during the day).
"Saturday aflemoon they will be
given tours of the campus by that
internationally known recontcur
and dapper man-about-town,
Rod," Berke1·y revealed. Saturday
night the responsibility for entertaining the girls res-ts with the
Xavier students' initiative.

...------------------------- --·-----..
if she doesn't give it to you .•.
- get it yourself!

All non-commuting under•
graduate students must register now for 1967-68 housin!f
accommodations.
Rese1·vations for 1967-1968
senio1·s (class of '68) may bl!
made on March 13; junio1·s
(class of '69) on March 14-15;
sophomores (class of '70) OD
March 16-17.
All non-commuting student.
must live in campus residence
halls, unless given special per•
mission to live off campus.
Reservations must. be made
at the office of the Director
of Housing in the University
Cenle1· Building.

AWAR IS ONE TEST OF
AMAN... AWOMAN
ANOTHER!.' ),:-
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Alter Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
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Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
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YOU'LL EARN
A FORTUNEI
Between your first a11d last
paychecks you'll earn a fortune.
But how much of that fortune
will you be able to save for
1uture security and happiness?
Write us today-for a free copy
of Connecticut Mutual Life's
booklet, "How to Plan Your
Spending". It will serve as •
guide for your spending and
help you set aside some of your
earnings for your future.·

"

Michael Wirth
John Macel
- forXA VIER CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVES

SS396

Suddenly, you're elsewhere
One drive in an SS 396 and you'll find yourself committed to a new way of changing the
scene. Chevrolet took its spirited new 325horsepower va and teamed it with a special
3-speed full-synch transmission, put it all in a
sleek Fisher Body ••. and .there it is: Quick-.
Size departure from whatever's been boring
you.

There'.s a 350-horsepower version available
for that extra kick and, as you'll quickly dis·
cover; the Turbo Hydra-Matic is the most
advanced transmissio11 Chevrolet has ever
offered. Shift it yourself, or put it on "0°' and
forget it.·.
SS· 396. Wastes very little time getting you
where you'd rather be~

Try it now. ~uring Chevy's Bonanza Sale. at:your Chevrol~t' d•ler's:

